My dear colleagues
Welcome to the THIRD TERM of 2012.
Many teachers spent part of their holiday in CAPS
training. The PSP SALUTES YOU for your tremendous
sacrifices!
We understand that for some teachers implementing
CAPS in the classroom may not be a huge adjustment,
but for others this may pose certain challenges.
Adapting to the changes may appear a daunting task.
Therefore, we want to reassure all teachers that the
PSP is a dedicated teacher development organisation,
committed to providing the kind of support teachers
may need to comfortably adjust to the changes in the
curriculum.
Teachers, if you feel that you need more support,
some fresh ideas or a shot of energy, we strongly urge
you to attend the PSP courses to gain a new
perspective.
We offer content development, strategies for better
classroom performance, innovative language and
mathematics techniques, practical tasks to improve
science teaching and learning, and a whole lot more.
The PSP has dynamic facilitators who are leading
experts in the field, and at the PSP you'll find rich
resources to take back to your school and to use in
your classroom immediately.
The PSP is a forum for teachers, it allows teachers to
share their experiences and concerns, and to be
inspired by and learn from other teachers.
WISHING ALL TEACHERS AN ENJOYABLE AND
PRODUCTIVE THIRD TERM! Zorina Dharsey
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The PSP joins the world in
honouring Tata Madiba in his
birthday month
“In receiving an
exceptional education, an
individual embraces a
responsibility to foster
such opportunities for
others” Nelson Mandela

THE PSP PAYS TRIBUTE TO THE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The PSP is fortunate to have a special group of
committed teachers to serve on the PSP Advisory
Committee. The Advisory Committee meets once per
term and gives guidance on curriculum or project
issues.
We would like to honour and thank them for their
steadfast commitment to education and their
dedicated support of the work of the PSP.

Members of the PSP Advisory Committee with the PSP: Back:
Solomzi Mfunda; Mohamed Kriel; Thando Mgudlwa,
Front: Zorina Dharsey, Ntombizodwa Nxawe; Nonkosi Kaleni,
Gcobisa Mbili, Nomakhaya Mbeki
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PSP NEWS
CLUSTER PROJECT CYCLE ENDS
FINAL CELEBRATIONS

The current PSP Cluster Project 2010 – 2012
ended with final workshops for Intermediate and
Foundation Phase teachers, and Certification
Ceremonies and celebrations in the Districts.

Mr Loriston, Director of the Overberg District, hands out
certificates to teachers at the final Certification event, bringing
the current Cluster Project in the Overberg District to an end. Ms
Jenny Bridgeman and Ms Sandra Cloete look on

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
CONTINUES WITH LEARNERS
AT THE PARK
Grade 5 learners from Luleka Primary, Khayelitsha write up the
data they collected during their Plant Investigation
Mr Williams of the Glebe Primary with Mr Theron of Botrivier
Primary constructing a bridge as part of the introduction to the
Technology aspect of Natural Sciences & Technology

Grade 4 learners of Botrivier Primary investigating mixtures and
solutions

Although the PSP intensive Cluster Project work
came to an end last term in these 14 schools,
teachers will continue to engage their learners in
active and practical science activities. The PSP
Facilitators observed very exciting practical
lessons during their classroom support.
The WCED officials and the PSP praised the
teachers for their ongoing commitment to quality
education.

Grade 4 Learners from Bergville Primary insulated their Hot
Boxes with different materials. Here they are measuring the
temperature of the rice ‘cooked’ in their Hot Box.
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PSP NEWS
JMP MENTEES PARTICIPATE
IN LAST HOLIDAY WORKSHOP

The last workshop with the first-time teachers
participating in the Joint Mentorship Project
(JMP) focused on ASSESSMENT. After an in-depth
discussion about useful forms of communication
for assessment, the mentees experienced a
practical assessment task and jointly developed
the criteria and rubrics for assessment.
“…this has helped me put the theory of assessment
into practice. Well done to the PSP team!”
“The JMP helped me so much in my teaching career.
The mentors became like my family and I really loved
coming to the workshops.”

INSPIRING EVENTS IN EDUCATION
The PSP congratulates Glen van Harte on his
appointment as the new Director of the South
Metropole District. We wish him everything of
the best in this new position.
Eugene Daniels left the South District, where he
was the Director for 11 years to follow his heart
and join Dr. Mamphele Ramphele’s Subject to
Citizen Social Movement Campaign.
Summit in Johannesburg on 6th June
Zorina Dharsey was invited to the Education
Summit of the Subject to Citizen Social Movement
Campaign in June 2012 in Johannesburg. It
provided a platform for the launch of their new,
young NGO called Mpfumawulo (Tsonga Name,
which means ‘Sound’). The main AGENDA of the
organization is to drive primary education in the
most vulnerable of our communities. The Summit
also provided the space for organizations
involved with education to engage each other in
conversation.
TEDx Conference in Cape Town provided more
inspiration

Mentees; Juliana January from Westbank Primary,
Larissa Strauss from Beaconview Primary and Stacey
Williams from Helderkruin Primary engaged in a
practical task to collect data, make a graph and develop
the assessment criteria

The JMP Mentees and Mentors braved the cold/wet
weather for their last joint workshop on Saturday 14
July. It was a happy occasion, enjoyed by all

The first Tedx Conference in Cape Town was
entitled Let’s talk about education. The focus
was on promoting innovation and creativity in
education and was targeted specifically at
educators who are seeking inspiration to create
change in the classroom and in the world. It
brought people together to share ideas and
stimulate deep discussion.
The line-up of prominent education speakers
included:
Dr Mamphela Ramphele - Activist, Author,
Academic, Businesswoman and Medical Doctor
and John Gilmour - Founder and Director of six
LEAP Science & Maths Schools
Zorina was inspired; “This was an excellent
conference, with a great line-up of expert
speakers to discuss the connection between the
youth and education. It was everything I had
expected and more. I look forward to attending
more of these conferences”.
Thanks to CORONATION FUND MANAGERS for
sponsoring the PSP’s attendance to the
conference.
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INTERNS FROM KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
VOLUNTEER THEIR SERVICES AT THE PSP
Once again, this year the PSP hosted two student
interns from Kentucky University for 8 weeks.
They volunteered their services to assist the PSP
with obtaining evidence of PSP’s work directly
from teachers. They interviewed the first-time
teachers participating in the JMP Project. The
PSP will publish these interviews as Case Studies
and make them available on the website as well
as in booklet form. We thank the students for
their enthusiasm and wish them well.

PSP NEWS
interviewing, documenting, and listening to the
stories and experiences of these first year
teachers has changed my life and my perspective
on education.”

LATEST PSP MATERIALS
GESKIEDENIS VAN LEWE OP AARDE
TYDLYNKAARTE
The History of Life on Earth Timeline cards have
been translated into Afrikaans and are available
from the PSP as well as from EDUMEDIA at Tel:
021 689 9536
We are grateful to the HIEMSTRA TRUST for their
support of this project

Eric Schmuck and Sydney Meinking intern volunteers
from the USA worked with the PSP during last term

Sydney is from Cincinnati, Ohio and is studying
Special Education Learning and Behavioral
Disorders at the University of Kentucky: “It has
been an amazing experience to intern in Cape
Town and see education in a different
environment. I feel very lucky to have worked with
such experienced and passionate people from the
PSP and to get to know the enthusiastic teachers
that they work with. I have learned so much from
speaking with the mentors and mentees during
the JMP project and it has made me even more
excited to start my own teaching career.“
Eric is a senior Sociology major from Kentucky
University: “This internship at the PSP has given
me valuable insight into a country very different
from my own, with a very diverse perspective on
current affairs. I never thought of myself ever
wanting to become an educator, but the past
weeks here with the PSP and the members of the
JMP has changed that. The time I have spent

Newly translated resource ready for teachers

TEACHERS ENJOYED SCIENCE INNOVATION
COURSES
PSP Facilitator,
Novosti Buta,
demonstrates a
convection
current during a
Natural Sciences
course with Grade
7 teachers last
term.
Teachers enjoyed
exploring
different ways of
demonstrating
convection.
currents.

